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Abstract:  

As the problem of urban traffic congestion spreads, there is a pressing need for the introduction of advanced technology and 

equipment to improve the state-of-the-art of traffic control. Traffic problems nowadays are increasing because of the growing 

number of vehicles and the limited resources provided by current infrastructures. The simplest way for controlling a traffic light 

uses timer for each phase. Another way is to use electronic sensors in order to detect vehicles, and produce signal that cycles. We 

propose a system for controlling the traffic light by image processing. The system will detect vehicles through images instea d of 

using electronic sensors embedded in the pavement. A camera will be installed alongside the traffic light. It will capture image 

sequences. Setting image of an empty road as reference image, the captured images are sequentially matched using image 

matching. For this purpose edge detection has been carried out using Prewitt edge detection operator and according to percentage 

of matching traffic light durations can be controlled. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The number of vehicles on the road increases day by day 

therefore for the best utilization of existing road capacity, it is 

important to manage the traffic flow efficiently. Traffic 

congestion has become a serious issue especially in the modern 

cities. The main reason is the increase in the population of the 

large cities that subsequently raise vehicular travel, which 

creates congestion problem. Due to traffic congestions there is 

also an increasing cost of transportation because of wastage of 

time and extra fuel consumption. Traffic jams also create many 

other critical issues and problems which directly affect the 

human routine lives.   Traffic system is at the heart of civilized 

world and development in many aspects of life relies on it. 

Excessive number of traffic on roads and improper controls of 

that traffic create traffic jam. It either hampers or stagnates 

schedule, business, and commerce. Automated traffic detection 

system is therefore required to run the civilization smooth and 

safe‐ which will eventually lead us towards proper analysis of 

traffic, proper adjustment of control management, and 

distribution of controlling signals. Importance and necessity of 

digital image processing stems from two principal application 

areas: the first being the Improvement of pictorial information 

for the number of vehicles on the road increases day by day 

therefore for the best utilization of existing road capacity, it is 

important to manage the traffic flow efficiently. Traffic 

congestion has become a serious issue especially in the modern 

cities. The main reason is the increase in the population of the 

large cities that subsequently raise vehicular travel, which 

creates congestion problem. Due to traffic congestions there is 

also an increasing cost of transportation because of wastage of 

time and extra fuel consumption. Traffic jams also create many 

other critical issues and problems which directly affect the 

human routine lives.   Traffic system is at the heart of civilized 

world and development in many aspects of life relies on it. 

Excessive number of traffic on roads and improper controls of 

that traffic create traffic jam. It either hampers or stagnates 

schedule, business, and commerce. Automated traffic detection 

system is therefore required to run the civilization smooth and 

safe‐ which will eventually lead us towards proper analysis of 

traffic, proper adjustment of control management, and 

distribution of controlling signals. Dig ital image processing has 

a broad range of applications such as remote sensing, image 

and data storage for transmission in business applications, 

medical imaging, acoustic imaging, Forensic sciences and 

industrial automation. Images acquired by satellites are useful 

in tracking of earth resources, geographical mapping, and 

prediction of agricultural crops, urban population, weather 

forecasting, flood and fire control. Space imaging applications 

include recognition and analyzation of objects contained in 

images obtained from deep space-probe missions. There are 

also medical applications such as processing of X-Rays, 

Ultrasonic scanning, Electron micrographs, Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Imaging, 

etc. In addition to the above mentioned applications, digital 

image processing is now being used to solve a wide variety of 

problems. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

 

One method to control the traffic is man power. A traffic 

guard, traffic controller, flagman, or flagger is a person who 

directs traffic through a construction site or other temporary 

traffic control zone past an area using gestures, signs or flags. 

The person directing traffic is responsible for maintaining the 

safety and efficiency of traffic, as well as the safety of road 

workers, while allowing construction, accident recovery or 

other tasks to proceed. Traffic guards are commonly  used to 

control traffic when two way roads are reduced to one lane, and 

traffic must alternate. Their duties are to direct traffic to safer 

areas where construction or traffic incidents are taking place. 

In addition they have to moderate the traffic density to not 

cause traffic jams. They guide motorists to follow the traffic 

laws; but may not be able to enforce the law. Most traffic 

guards are seen as construction workers; but in some nations, 

they dress or perform as security guards and police officers. 
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The other way is to use electronic sensors. In order to maintain 

the steady flow of vehicles when their numbers are increasing 

by leaps and bound each day, an efficient controlling of traffic 

is extremely required. This work provides a simple schematic 

model with which a very basic level of safe unmanned traffic 

signalling with pedestrian crossing request has been 

accomplished by using simple electronics circuits without the 

help of computer programs. 

 

 III. CONCLUS ION 

 

Digital image processing is now being used to solve a wide 

variety of problems. Though unrelated, these problems 

commonly require methods capable of enhancing information 

for human visual interpretation and analysis. The Image 

processing Procedures such as Image enhancement and 

restoration are used to process degraded or blurred images. 

Successful applications of image processing concepts are found 

in astronomy, defence, biology, medical and industrial 

applications. As per Medical Imaging is concerned most of the 

images may be used in the detection of tumours or for 

screening the patients. The current major area of application of 

digital image processing (DIP) techniques is in solving the 

problem of machine vision so as to attain good results. 
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